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Step 1 - Market Research  
 
You may recall that in our previous report, 
market research is REALLY where you want to 
begin when getting started in affiliate marketing. 
This holds true whether you have an opt-in site, 
a blog or a review site.   
 
Keyword Research 
 
The first step is deciding whether there is a market for your site. The 
best way to check your market is to use the Google AdWords Keyword 
tool. https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal 
 
This tool allows you to search by keyword or phrase in order to check 
the search volume. We did this in our first makeover video and we did 
it again in Andrew’s blog makeover episode.  
 
In Andrew’s case, his watch blog was a review site. So we focused on 
searching for very specific product keywords unique to his niche.  
We needed to see what kind of demand there was for these keywords, 
because if demand is high, it means that people are looking for those 
exact products online (always a good sign!). 
 
Our first attempt in the Keyword tool for “Omega Planet Ocean” 
generated 74,000 searches!  Better yet, when we searched for “Rolex 
Submariner” we found that there were 4 million searches, which is 
huge!  Just by checking search volume for these two watches we 
found that there is definitely a market for Andrew's watch blog.  
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Check the Competition 
 
So we’ve determined that there is definitely a 
market for Andrew. But now we need to see if 
anyone else out there has a watch blog. 
 

We did another Google search (http://www.google.com) for “watch 
blogs” and amazingly enough, we came back with over 237 million 
results!  Of course, only a small percentage of those results are watch 
blog websites. But it shows that "watch blogs" is a phrase used on 
millions of websites - another good sign. 
 
The watch blogs on the first page of results had recent posts, they 
were using affiliate banners on their blogs, and they had implemented 
Google AdSense. They also had watch reviews and images on their 
sites. They encompassed everything that we wanted to do with 
Andrew's site. 
 
In fact, we discovered these blogs were commercializing just by 
following some very easy steps. Steps that can be easily implemented 
on ANY blog! 
 
So, if a blog site is your goal, check your potential traffic (keyword 
research), then check to see what other bloggers on the topic are 
doing and see how they are monetizing 
 
Now the big thing is to AVOID the common mistakes. You were able to 
see a LOT of those mistakes on Andrew’s watch blog in the video… 
but we’re determined to change that! 
 
Next… what was wrong with Andrew΄s blog site? 
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Step 2 - What Was Wrong with  
Andrew΄s Blog Site?  
The BEFORE… 

 
Well what can I say?  You saw Andrew’s site at 
http://www.watchblogs.com/  in the video - and it was 
BORING!  There wasn’t anything there that held my 
interest, and we can imagine many others probably 
thought the very same thing! 
 
On the next page we'll take Andrew's site apart… 
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               Headline Issues 
 
Blogs are ALL about SEO (search engine optimization). So the 
headline - actually the name of the blog - really should have some 
keywords. Andrew does have "automatic wristwatches" in there, but 
this could be improved a lot. And how about some color? 
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               Where's the Opt-in Box? 
 
There’s also no opt-in box. Andrew’s losing out on a golden opportunity 
to build a list - and in a high end market. All he has to do is collect the 
visitor's name and email address and he's got a list he can monetize! 
 
               Where's the RSS? 
 
Yes, Andrew's blog had an RSS (Real Simple Syndication) feed - but 
where was it? Hidden in a tiny font at the bottom of the page!  
 
If you’ve got traffic visiting your site you want them to come back, 
right?  So make it easy for people to subscribe to your RSS feed. They 
can add your feed to their Yahoo or Google home page or an RSS 
application, and they'll get alerts when you make a new post. What 
better way to keep them informed - and so EASY! 
 
               No Color, No Excitement 
 
Andrew’s blog was so dull and flat looking.  We know that Andrew said 
he was happy with it being plain, with a white background and 
everything in Times New Roman, but please!  It's so easy to just add 
some color and pictures of the watches you're reviewing or discussing.   
 
When a visitor comes to your site you want them to be interested and 
to STAY on your site, not drive them away because there's nothing 
grabbing their attention. 
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               So Where Can I Buy a Watch? 
 
Commercialize your blog!  Andrew doesn’t have any banners or 
prominent affiliate links on his site, which is unfortunate.  
 
There are dozens of affiliate programs, including some specific high 
end watch affiliate programs, that Andrew can join. He could be 
promoting several different merchants and earning some nice 
commissions! 
 
 
               No Keywords (Especially "Review") in Posts  
 
Andrew needs to follow a "template" when he writes a post. In his 
case, if he's reviewing a watch, he might want to write about five 
specific aspects of the watch, putting them in bullet points in each 
review, with a prominent affiliate link. He would be "training" hisreaders 
on what to expect in a review, and what to click on (an affiliate link of 
course!). 
 
In this "review template," Andrew could include keywords - especially 
product specific keywords - in strategic places. This way he's 
optimizing for those keywords AND leading his readers to take action.  
 
We recommend that Andrew use the name of the watch (the keyword) 
in the title of his blog post, and then repeat it multiple times throughout 
the post. Google will look at those keywords, which increases the odds 
that the post will rank higher in the search results. 
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Andrew also needs to use the word “review” in his posts! People 
definitely go online to search for reviews (haven't you done it 
yourself?).  That's because people don’t want you to sell to them - but 
they sure do want you to help them buy. Plus you can get great click 
throughs on links in your reviews.  
 
If Andrew provides his visitors with reviews - and makes sure they 
KNOW he's posting a review - he helps his visitors make an informed 
decision on the watch they want to purchase.  All he needs to do is 
include an affiliate link in that review, and he's just increased his 
chances of making some nice sales. 
 
 
               Visually Bland Posts (Yawn…) 
 
Andrew needs to make those blog posts more “scannable.” People are 
in a hurry and tend to skim. If there are large clunky paragraphs of 
information, your visitors are more likely to not to read your posts.   
 
Andrew needs to make his posts and his paragraphs shorter, and use 
bullet points and other visual cues to grab the reader's eye. 

 
 
               Anything Worth Reading? 
 
People love to know what other people are thinking and reading. So 
how about a list of the most popular blog posts? This would allow 
Andrew's visitors to quickly see which posts are generating the most 
buzz.  
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A listing of popular posts also adds a layer of "social proof" to Andrew's 
site - another "hook" to get them engaged and convert them into a 
loyal audience. 
 
 
These are all very basic enhancements which are easy to implement 
on your own blog.  
 
So now let’s take a look at Andrew's NEW blog and see if he took any 
of our suggestions… 
 
 
 
Next… Andrew's site AFTER our makeover! 
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Step 3 - What Did We Fix on Andrew's  
Site? The AFTER… 
 
Well we had a whole list of suggestions for Andrew on ways of 
improving his blog, http://www.watchblogs.com/.  I wonder how he did? 

 

 
 
Wow, what a difference!  Andrew’s site needed A LOT of work but the 
new site is so much better than expected! 
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                Headline  
 
You can see right away that the headline is now featured more 
prominently and the added color really makes the blog come to life!  
No more plain background and Times New Roman here! 
 
 
               Prominent Opt-in Box 
 
We’ve also added an opt-in box at the top so we can collect the visitor 
information right off the bat. 
 
 
               RSS in Your Face! 

 
Big clickable RSS feed buttons have been added. Now Andrew's 
visitors can immediately click to add his feed and receive updates 
automatically as he adds new reviews. 
 
 
                Optimized Copy 
 
You can also see that Andrew has started using the actual watch name 
in the title of his reviews, and we're teaching him to use keywords 
throughout the post itself. 
   
He's also added built in "tagging," another trick that helps Andrew 
optimize his site for product keywords.  
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               Much Prettier! 
 
The whole layout is much more visually interesting, with a great image 
and plenty of color. And you’re no longer overwhelmed when looking 
over the reviews; they're shorter and more organized so that even 
those “skimmers” will now take the time to read. 
 
 
               Social Proof 
 
The “Most Popular” section has been added too. Previously the 
reviews were organized by date, so adding the “Most Popular” posts 
and putting them above the fold makes it so much more convenient for 
visitors. They can now see what the most popular blog posts are and 
which ones had the most comments - that entices them to start reading 
those right away!  
 
 
 
               The Magic Word: "Review" 
 
Finally, the use of the word “review” throughout the site has been 
increased. Right now there are five instances of "review" showing up 
on the blog, so visitors know they can read reviews of watches right 
here. Andrew's not trying to sell them a watch, but rather assist them in 
choosing the right watch for them. 
 
Not only does adding the word "review" help the visitor - it also helps 
Andrew! It's much more likely his posts will rank higher when people 
search on "watch name + review" online. 
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Still More to Do… 
 
Andrew has really just started his site makeover! There's plenty of 
room for more improvements, like adding prominent affiliate links and 
banners. But overall the changes that were implemented should make 
a huge difference in for Andrew. 
 
Here’s what's still on Andrew's to-do list… 

 
• Creating a standard "template" for his blog posts. We recommend 

that he put a specific product name in the title of his posts (which 
he's done). But he also needs to block out the common elements 
he'll include in all his reviews. 

 
• Putting an image of the watch at the beginning of his post (and 

adding the product keyword to the image name for SEO) 
 

• Adding some banner ads to commercialize some more 
 

• Using bullets, different font sizes, colors, and boxes in his posts to 
make them visually pop out and grab your eye 
 

• Optimizing for keywords as much as possible! 
 
 


